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★★★ Get to know the Apple SE ★★★Imagine a watch so powerful it can track your sleep, make
phone calls from your wrist, tell you the weather, track your health, call emergency responders if
you fall, and translate what someone just said! It’s here!There’s even an app to tell you how to
wash your hands! Did you ever think as a child that one day you’d have a watch to help you wash
your hands? Probably not! Crazy as it sounds, the app is actually very resourceful.The Apple
Watch SE is a watch for people who want the powerful and life-saving features of Apple Watch,
but at a lower cost.If you have never used an Apple Watch, the UI can be a little frustrating at
first. It looks nothing like the iPhone and iPad interface that you’ve grown to love. Even if you
have used an Apple Watch before, there are a lot of new features packed into WatchOS that you
may not even know about. You’re probably excited to use the watch, so this book will keep things
simple. You won’t have to read through thousands of pages of tech-speak just to get
started.Some of the many topics included:What’s the difference between an “SE” watch and the
Series 6What's new to WatchOS 7Using watch gesturesApple PayHow to change and share
watch facesSending messages and making phone callsSleep trackingUse SiriUsing the
Handwashing appHearing protectionUsing the calendarUsing remindersDriving
directionsPlaying musicChecking the weatherUpdating and resetting the watchAnd much, much
more!This book is based on the book "The Ridiculously Simple Guide to Apple Watch SE" but
includes sections specifically for seniors (including accessibility features that make the text
easier to see). Are you ready to start enjoying your new Apple Watch? Then let's get started!
Note: This book is based on the book "The Ridiculously Simple Guide to Apple Watch Series 6."
It is not endorsed by Apple, Inc. and should be considered unofficial.
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Bogie, “Figure out what to do with this watch. Having just had open heart surgery and four
bypasses I got the watch to keep track of my heart functions and exercise but realized there was
so much more. I keep it near by for a refresher”

Granddad87, “Is it ant good?. An excellent, if expensive, product; it keeps tapping me on the
wrist and telling me to 'Stand,. 'Move' etc and congratulates me if I achieve my (not stringent)
targets. I am 91 and love it, pairs beautifully with my iPhone SE - and - I fell the other day and it
tapped me , the display showed 'Fall Detected, contacting Emergency Services Yes/No' I
cancelled it as I was ok, but that was unexpected and my wife was glad she had persuaded me
to get it!!! It works by using the phone. Recommended.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Memojis and illustrations. I like the book with all its basic information, but
was disappointed with the illustrations in black rather than colour and no real information as to
why personalized Memojis will not go into a collection....so that it can be added to a watch
face!...or a solution to the problem!  Very disappointing!”

The book by Scott La Counte has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 47 people have provided feedback.
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